
I couldn't find a resource listing any specific details that beer labels MUST 
include and so I had to backwards engineer the relevant information 
from labels already in the market. 
One this I kept seeing next to the volume in the can was this E symbol. 

https://www.pid-labelling.co.uk/what-does-the-e-symbol-actually-
represent/

I found out that it is a symbol meaning "Estimated". During the filling 
process it would be impossible, or extremely difficult to accurately 
dispense the same amount of product every time. This symbol represents 
that you have come within the accepted margin which for this size of 
beer is 15g. This is a European symbol and as Of Nowhere will be selling 
in Europe I added it to my list of things that I must include. This also 
highlighted that I had to include a volume and a percentage ABV (Alcohol 
Content) which you also have a margin of estimation with. 

2 symbols I would see pop up frequently especially on international cans 
were these PANT symbols. I managed to ascertain that these were 
indicators of the return value. In some countries you pay a deposit on top 
of the drink price to cover the can, this encourages recycling. 
https://www.lifeinnorway.net/how-to-pant-in-norway/ 
These symbols show the value of the return and also encourage recycling. 
Alot of cans that don't have these symbols will urge customers to recycle 
in other ways and so I thought it best to include all three. 

The best before is something that must be included on all forms of food 
and drink packaging. Beer cans do this sis a few different ways

Things to include-
Volume
ABV
Estimated Symbol
Barcode?
Deposit symbols
Logo
Write up?
Beer Name
Location of Brew
Ingredients (Highlight or separate Allergens)
Suitable for vegans?
Please recycle
Best Before
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Some labels have the best before date worked into the design. It is then 
printed with the rest of the label. This way looks the cleanest however 
you would need to know the exact brew date, best before date and 
packaging time ahead of having your labels printed. Otherwise you could 
have all of your cans packaged and filled and then place the labels on 
them later, however this means the beer could be sitting unable to be 
sold until your labels arrive, giving less opportunity to drink the beer 
fresh.

Some labels will work in a blank area that refers to the best before date 
which can then be filled in by hand, a stamp or separate label. I like this 
approach, it means the information is worked into the can and the same 
label can be used for multiple batches of the same beer, brewed on 
different days. Down sides to this approach would be the time taken to 
hand write all the dates on each can or to align software and the printer 
to hit that mark every time.

The most common way that I see BBE (Best before Expiry) listed on beer 
cans is by referencing that the information is held on the bottom/base of 
the can. The machine then when passing through the canning line will 
have the date printed on the base by a very simple dot matrix printer. 

Because it is printed on the base, alignment is really easy and the date 
can be changed on a batch by batch basis. This method helps keep costs 
down as it's the quickest method of representing this information and 
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down as it's the quickest method of representing this information and 
also allows you to order more labels in bulk and use them over multiple 
batches. 

I think I will use the printing on the can base method for the Of Nowhere 
cans as I can imagine as a new brewery they want to keep costs down. 
Also not having to make a large area for the BBE on the label appeals to 
me as a designer as it takes less of the overall design space.

Reference to beer. 

Most beers will list their ingredients, especially when an allergen 
however a lot of beers will include on their label that the beer is infact a 
beer. This can help with breweries like Lost and Grounded or Mikkeller 
who have quite a child-friendly art style. 
When included the name of the beer can appear in multiple languages, 
this helps create an international feel to the can. As Of Nowhere is a 
travel inspired company and wishes to trade beers all over the world, I 
think it is best to include reference to it being a beer in as many 
languages as possible. 

Rather surprisingly not all the beers include a barcode. Where most beers 
will be sold from the fridges of bars or from craft beer specialist store, 
the barcode is not essential. I found out from talking with James Yeo, 
who was resistant to include a barcode on LHG's beers for a long time, 
only did so because it helps with international sales. It is also important if 
y9ou wish to sell your beers in supermarkets however that is not part of 
Of Nowhere's brief. From talking with owners of craft beer shops I found 
that they aren't deterred from beers that do no feature barcodes as they 
simply add price labels and type them in at the till or add them by name 
to a directory. 

I am undecided as to whether to include a barcode at this point. If I did 
do so I would want it to blend into the overall design a little cleaner as I 
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do so I would want it to blend into the overall design a little cleaner as I 
feel a large barcode really displays quite a corporate feel in the product. 

Alot of beers will include a description of the beer or reference to a story 
about brewing it beyond simply the beer ingredients. Of Nowhere's beers 
are very experience driven and so it would be great to include this, 
however it does take up a large part of the can's design. I can speak from 
personal experience that I never tend to read the cans before picking 
them up off the shelf, being drawn in more from the design. The stories 
surrounding the beers may be better saved fro promotional matereial 
and social media. I will experiment with adding it when I reach the design 
stage. 

All beers include where they were brewed somewhere on the can and 
perhaps a website or push toward social media.  

Depending on varying ingredients, Beers can be vegan or non-vegan. A 
type of beer finings called Isinglass found in the bladders of fish can be 
used to clear beers but makes beer non-vegan as it's an animal derived 
product. Most craft breweries don't tend to use these finings and beer 
can remain vegan because of this. The mian ingredient that tends to 
make beers non-vegan is lactose sugar asit's unfermentable sugar derived 
form milk products. You would use this in a milk stout. 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Isinglass

For these reasons it makes sense to advertise on your cans whether they 
are suitable for vegans or not. This can be done with copy embedded on 
the label or with the vegan 'V' symbol as Lost and Grounded have here 
with the https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/European_Vegetarian_Union

https://veganpeak.com/vegan-symbols/

With my list of things to include on hand I began designing my labels 

from my research into beer cans and can labels I identified that there 
were a few approaches to this. Printed and adhered labels to can (which 
comes in varying colours) printed a shrink wrapped labels that seal 
around the cans and printed cans themselves. It would fall to my role as 
the designer only to price up these options or to consider which is most 
effective for the company as my role of the designer only includes 
creating the graphics that are then handed onto a separate party for 
manufacture. I know that Of Nowhere will not have a dedicated brewery 
and so holding on to stock of pre printed cans (which would occupy a lot 
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and so holding on to stock of pre printed cans (which would occupy a lot 
of space) would not be ideal. The same issue is apparent in shrink 
sleeving cans
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DMbSGQFJO20
As you can see the process requires a specific piece of machinery that not 
all breweries would be equipped with, however all breweries with a 
canning line would have an attachment for applying labels or at the very 
least you could sticker them manually as labels are self adhesive. 

The stickers come on a roll and so take up very little space and would not 
require a specific can type. This is the smartest choice for a traveling 
brewer. 

https://www.grogtag.com/c/405/beer-can-labels

https://label.co.uk/can-labels/

There is no set size for can labels, some leave a lot of empty space on the 
can and some fill it completely, as I want the art work to stand out I 
decided to use the entire surface of the can. I measured the beer labels I 
had collected and found the average size to be 20.4cm by 12.3 cm. I 
included a 3mm bleed as this is industry standard for printers. 

I took inspiration from Left Handed Giant's labels (Among others) and set 
all my copy in a column to the side of the label, this allows for more room 
for your artwork, which we have established as being the most eye 
catching part of the can's design and will lead to it being picked up off of 
shelves.

I tried to compliment the rough nature of the artwork by roughening the 
edge of the text box. 

I began designing this label alongside the art style. For 
this reason the original mock-ups were driven by the 
original artwork
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I started with a solid colour column, thinking that I could change it as the 
art work colour changes however this looked rather plain and un-
interesting so I drew the three colours out of the artwork and mixed 
together the three into a lose blend. This proved to be quite distracting 
when reading the text. 

While not how the logo was finally applied, 
I really like how the negative space is filled 
with multiple colours here. Really brings a 
dynamic nature to the logo.
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I tried two different colours, a black and a red with a straighter divide.  

The two tone labels wasn't working and so I went to a single colour. 

I began throwing in the elements that I needed as outlined by my 
research, I went for a portrait orientation rather than landscape so that 
the can, can be read without needing to rotate the can. I think this gives a 
better shopping experience when browsing bottle shops. 

My research highlighted than the barcode is not demanded unless 
trading internationally, it is outlined in the brief that Of Nowhere will be 
so I thought to include one. 
It would not fall to me as the designer to source the barcode, companies 
would have to register a system that lists their products and assign a 
unique barcode to each. From there I could download the barcode and 
add it to my product design. As Of Nowhere is fictitcious and does not 
have this I used an online generator. 
https://www.gs1-us.info/
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I used a random number to genreate my barcode

I had to go into the settings to increase the resolution to be high enough 
resolution to include on my project files. I selected PNG as I thought it 
would be good to maintain transparency.

I knew it was necessary to include the company logo on the label and so I 
experimented with placement. I included it in the information strip at 
first however found it a little secluded ultimately and easy to overlook. 

This experiment really solidified my plan to use the negative space of the 
logo and not use a solid fill. 

I tried a composition where it breaks the border of the information line. It 
did not work effectively. 
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A colour change does work If I plan to use it on the information strip. It 
gives an effect of it being a cut out rather than an overlay. 

Here the logo sits with the artwork
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I tried changing the colour of the logo, drawing colours from the artwork. 
I think this helps tie the logo in without it impacting on the artwork too 
drastically.
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I roughened the edge of the information strip so that it wasn't too clean 
of an edge as this conflicted with the rough nature of the artwork. 
There were a thousand ways to display the ABV. I ultimately went simple 
and just listed the percentage with the suffix 'abv'.

I found bold type worked well rather than thin type. (I hadn't yet 
established a hierarchy of type, on reflection this should have been done 
far before starting the can designs)
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I noticed that a can I had bought had been printed on normal paper stock 
with a plasticized film on top. This was something I could replicate rather 
easily using the Uni printers so I printed a mock up of my can to see how 
it felt in the real world. I've found it's important to take your designs off 
the screen and into the real world, especially when designing for a 3D 
object. 
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I had a full layout and mock-up for Stockholm Salsa. It had a glossy 
reflective surface thanks to the addition of a plastic film. I sat it on my 
desk for a few days. I kept seeing it from different angles and re-
approaching it after giving myself some distance, this is really helpful to 
see a product for how it will be received rather than how you intended it 
to be designed. 

After a few days I realized that I hated the can. 
-It looked like a LHG ripoff
-The white space with no real texture read as cheap
- The artwork and colour scheme wasn't reflective of the brand. 
The design worked but it was far from innovative, it would not stand out 
on the shelves and it wasn't representative of the brand. 

I took some time to re-evaluate the artwork and continued developing it. 
It got to a point where the art was now two set colours. CMYK cyan and 
Red. I took those colours and re-evaluated what the brand was about and 
began designing to that rather than simply what looked good. 

I tried quite a few typefaces, this one I chose because it looked like a 
treasure map and spoke to the spirit of adventure in the brand. 
sadly that didn't fit well with the colour scheme. 
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I revisited my stylescape and looked closer at the flight board and the 
boarding passes. They used a very simple dot matrix style type. 

I considered creating a don’t matrix type myself as it's rather simple, but 
wanting to optimise my time I browse through DaFont and similar sites to 
find one I could download for free. 
https://fonts2u.com/1979-dot-matrix-regular.font
I found one I like as it had an angular nature a minimal dots '1979 dot 
matrix regular'. If I was creating this product for real to be sold I might 
need to pay for a license to use the font commercially. For purposes of 
this project I didn't need to look further into this. 
I downloaded this typeface and put it to use. 
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I included all of the same information as before. (The Pant icon is 
highlighted here as the font was no available on PC, I had to build the 
icon from the ground up as I could not source a high quality version of it)

I kept the type the same size and halved it for smaller pieces of 
information such as where the beer was brewed (which I put as the 
university address as a little nod to the school) This created as hierarchy 
of type without the need to pair fonts. 

I made the decision to justify all the type so as to better fit and define a 
collumn. Rather than having a separate coloured strip as I had on my 
initial design, I thought I could use the type it's self to create this border 
and I think it works rather well.

On occasions certain words will be spread rather wide across the collum, 
this does not deter me. I thikn it creates a rather interesting effect. 
Luckily this type is only going to be read by people that have the time to 
invest in reading it and so reading issues caused by this is not an issue. 
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I tried a variant where the enclosing boxes were straight and at an angle 
on the edges, the straight boxes definitely work better, especially as I 
draw my influence from a boarding pass. 

I experimented here bringing the logo back across but still feel it works 
better on the artwork. I tried the second blue box further up the column 
but found it works best at the base, this really encloses the column. The 
box at the top and bottom with the text guiding the enclosing box rather 
than having a solid fill definitely make good uses of white space and 
works for very similar reasons as the logo does. This brings the branding 
full circle back to the logo and already makes it feel more in keeping with 
the branding than the first design. 
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The copy was all bleeding into its self a little so I added a few dividing 
lines in inspired by the lines seen on boarding passes. I made a few 
dotted for the same reason, almost as it the edge is perforated like some 
boarding passes would be. These lines also bring more red into the 
design, balancing out the inclusion of both brand colours. 

The barcode does not need a bounding box as it is set on white space. 
The barcode in this manner really sells the boarding pass aestetic. 

Now that I had all the elements in place and I had placed the artwork on 
the side I made a template so that I could populate it with new artwork 
for each beer or hand it off to another designer to do so. 
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I also designed a 330ml version for 'Stubby' cans, reserved for easy 
drinking pales or really high ABV beers. 
because the 330ml cans are much shorter I had to rotate some elements 
to fit everything in. This was preferable to lowering the point size of the 
type as that would minimize legibility. Also if the they changed in size on 
the smaller cans it would be jarring when stored side by side. 

I like the 330ml can, because it appear wider it is far more reminiscient of 
a boarding pass. It could be printed on a nice card stock and used as a 
decorative item. I like that I could roate the barcode as that is closer to 
my reference matirial.

I had every intention of printing my labels as they are seen on the screen, 
taking full advantage of the white space. I did however want to 
experiment with some different finishes, I thought a matte finish white 
wouldn't give me the cheap feel of the glossy finish that I found in my 
first design. 

I noticed during my research a lot of foil cans, I knew this would be a 
special edition approach as that seems to be what foil printing is 
reservbed for. It doesn't feel in keeping with my street art aestetic to 
have foils so I didn't work any into my design. 
However I did really like the shine it gave the cans, especially when not 
used on the entire can, just highlighting certain elements. I looked to this 
can as inspiration but then noticed that it wasn't a foil print at all, the 
bikes had been left transparent and rather cleverly the reflective surface 
of the can was showing through, giving a similar effect as foiling. 
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You can see here that once placed in my sketchbook, you can see the 
ruled lines rather than the silver of the can.

I saw an opportunity to have the best of both worlds, a lot of empty 
white space but yet still have a shiny, premium finish. 

I ran a few tests, I managed to get hold of some glossy vinyl paper that I 
used when printing my stickers and I also obtained some matte finish 
vinyl that was transparent. By adjusting the settings on the laser printer 
to think it was receiving acetate I managed to get high quality prints on 
the vinyl. I think the matte finish also helped the toner adhere as these 
stickers didn't scratch off as easy as the white vinyl. 
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stickers didn't scratch off as easy as the white vinyl. 

This paper allowed me to use the laser printer to create mock ups of my 
cans without purchasing an entire run on polypropylene labels from a 
label printers. I did check however they produce transparent labels and 
they do infact. 

The only thing that laser printing my labels doesn't allow me is the ability 
to print in white, but this is not something I am atempting anyway. 

https://www.amazon.co.uk/Sheets-Printable-Adhesive-Quality-
Waterproof/dp/B07GX389L9/ref=sr_1_3?dchild=1
&keywords=vinyl+laser+paper&qid=1589995346&sr=8-3

I also printed my designs onto acetate for a truly transparent glossy 
finish. 
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I far prefer the matte finish, not only does it feel better to hold but the 
rough unfinished aluminum having more of a dull shine is far more 
appealing than the glossy. 

AS a result of using this paper, anything left white in the design process, 
even accent lines on the artwork, becomes silver. The red, blue and black 
remains opaque (with perhaps a touch of shimmer from the can)

It was not my intention while designing to cave predominantly silver can 
but once I saw them something clicked, it made a lot of sense and looked 
great. They would truly stand out against other cans yet the artwork 
makes them fit in (fulfilling the brief) 
I think the reason the aluminum finish works well is because the can 
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I think the reason the aluminum finish works well is because the can 
design takes inspiration from air travel and boarding passes. A chrome 
finish calls on aero planes and airport machinery. Even without this aero 
plane/airport aesthetic it calls back to the chrome diners than inspired 
my typeface.

You can see here my original label and how it evolved to the final can 
design, It definitely looks a lot more professional, represents the brand 
better and had a much better look and feel. 
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I printed the labels with full printers marks, this allowed me to ensure the 
colours were correct, it included the file name so I could store and file my 
labels correctly and also most importantly crop lines. This allowed me to 
use a guillotine or scalpel and rule to cut my labels to shape without the 
need for printing a bounding box which may end up on the final cut if not 
cut perfectly. 

I didn't include a bleed on this design as the edges were blank and so it 
wasn't needed. 

I placed the sticker on the cans by hand. The cans were beers that I had 
bought for the purpose of mock-ups that I peeled the original labels off. (I 
wrote on the under side with sharpie so that I knew what was inside 
them, in case I decided to enjoy them later)

I eventually had 11 can mockups that I held together with an eco-
recycled/reusable can carrier 
https://americancanning.com/products/standard-paktech-quadpak-can-
carrier
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I had access to black ones, which work great as there is black in the 
design however I would like to see what red or blue ones look like. 
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It seems some manufacturers of cans include a stamp on them. This is the 
only can to have this and it happened to end up in an unfo9rtunate place 
under the artwork. It wouldn't be an issue with full colour prints, but 
something to be aware of when ordering cans. 

I decided as the cans artwork was inspired by graffitt and street art I 
would take some photos of them in that surrounding.
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I love the way the silver of the can stands out against the vibrant colours 
of the graffiti. 
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I think this series of photos works really well and would be great for a 
social media campaign or as art prints in the bar. 
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I made sure to include a skateboard also as it was an influence on the 
brand. 

On reflection of the final product I have found similar can designs, this 
can that was a collab between Brewdog and northern monk uses a colour 
scheme close to mine and also allows the silver of the can to come 
through, although this is a printed can rather than a label. 

I much prefer labels as it encourages collecting them. 
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LHG and other breweries will display their labels in this manner, with the 
label extending past the can. I believe this is necessary to display the art 
work effectively as it wraps around the can completely. AS my art sits on 
the front of the can you can see it all from one solid angle and so this isn't 
needed.
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